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How to read bass tabs songsterr

Guitar TAB (or tablature) is incredibly easy to understand when you know what all symbols and numbers mean. In this guide, I'll explain in detail how to read the Guitar TAB that you can find on sites like Ultimate Guitar (check out the best Guitar TAB sites here). Different types of GUITAR TAB There are some different types of
GUITAR TAB that you can find online. Although all Guitar TAB follow a similar format, they may look very different from each other. Text-based guitar TAB This is the first type of guitar TAB that has become popular online. The text-based guitar TAB is written in a plain text file as shown below. The first online sites of Guitar TAB only
had this type of guitar TAB and many sites still use this format nowadays. Later in this guide, I'll explain all the symbols used in this type of guitar TAB so you can read it if you need to. The disadvantage of this type of TAB is that it usually does not include any details about the pace. While other types of guitar TAB usually include
rhythm notation, the text-based guitar tab generally does not. Try to avoid this type of guitar TAB and use other options if available. Writing your own text-based guitar guide If you want to write The Guitar TAB in this format, you need to use a specific type of font. The Courier New font is the most popular source for writing this type of
TAB Guitar. Notepad in Windows has a few different fonts that work well with Guitar TAB. If you see Guitar TAB as the one below, it means the wrong font was used. Simply changing the font will fix the format problems. Interactive guitar TAB sites like Songsterr use an interactive type of guitar TAB that looks slightly different from the
text-based guitar TAB. As you can see, the guitar TAB above looks like the text-based guitar TAB previously, but it's easier to read and uses different symbols. You may notice that there is much more information about this TAB compared to the previously text-based guitar TAB. That's why I recommend avoiding text-based guitar TAB
if possible. The formal guitar TAB like this or the type below is much more useful. Tablature and Standard Notation If you buy a GUITAR TAB book, you'll probably see this format. As you can see below, there are two connected teams: The top half is the music written in Standard Notation and the bottom half is written in Tablature.
This is the best of both worlds as it gives you two different ways to read the same music. Many guitarists prefer this format because it gives you more information on how to play a song on guitar. If you can't read standard notation, you can simply the top team and read the bottom guitar tab team. Writing your own formal guitar TAB
There are a few different ways to create your own formal guitar TAB. The easiest way is with Guitar Pro 7 (link to my full review). Guitar Pro 7 gives you everything you need to edit and create your own Guitar TABs. Being able to play the TAB back also helps you understand what to play on the guitar. Guitar TAB layout The first thing
you need to understand with Guitar TAB is the basic layout. Guitar TAB has six horizontal lines to represent the six strings on the guitar. There may be more or fewer lines to match with different instruments. TAB down or ukulele will have four or five lines and Guitar TAB for a 7-string guitar would have 7 horizontal lines. As you can
see from the diagram below, the six lines match the six strings on your guitar: Looking at the GUITAR TAB is like looking at your guitar in your hands. The bottom line in Guitar TAB corresponds to the lowest tone string (bass E) on your guitar. The guitar TAB is formal and text-based sometimes displays the string tunings for each line
as shown below: The key point to remember is that the top line in guitar TAB corresponds to the highest tone string of your guitar and the lower line corresponds to the lower tone string of your guitar. What the numbers mean in the guitar TAB Each line in guitar tab corresponds to a string on your guitar. Whenever you see a number
in a line in Guitar TAB, it is an instruction to play a specific note about that string. The numbers in Guitar TAB represent the fret numbers in a sequence. 5 would mean the fifth fret on your guitar. 12 would mean the twelfth fret. 0 would mean the open string (no fret). Take a look at the diagram below for examples of different GUITAR
TAB numbers and how each number matches a note on the guitar: There are two ways the numbers are written in Guitar TAB and this affects the way you play them. Numbers stacked on top of each other When the numbers in the Guitar TAB are stacked on top of each other, it is telling you to play those numbers at the same time. In
other words, strumming a chord. All the numbers above in the guitar TAB are stacked on top of each other and if you play them all at the same time, you end up with a chord. Take a look at the guitar TAB below and think about what's being played (or try to play it yourself): While it may seem confusing, it's simply asking you to strum a
minor chord and eight times. Numbers written from left to right When numbers are written side by side (on the same string or different strings), the guitar TAB is telling you to play the notes one after another from left to right. We read Guitar TAB just as you are reading this sentence – from left to right one word at a time. In the guitar
TAB below, you start playing the 1st fret note, then play the 2nd fret note, then the 3rd fret note, and finally the 4th fret note because they are all written one after the other. It doesn't matter if you see a note or a chord, read everything from left to right. The key point to remember is that you only play a string on your guitar when you see
a number in that string. If you don't see a number in a sequence, it means don't throw anything at it What the symbols mean in the guitar TAB Now that you know what the lines and numbers represent in guitar TAB, let's look at the important symbols used. The symbols in Guitar TAB represent different guitar techniques, such as
slides, curves, hammers, palm-muting, and more. When you see a symbol in Guitar TAB, it is telling you to perform a specific type of technique. There are two sets of symbols to learn for Guitar TAB. The text-based guitar TAB uses a set of symbols, and the formal Guitar TAB uses a different set of symbols. Let's go through all the
main symbols you'll probably see in Guitar TAB. What h means in Guitar TAB 'h' in Guitar TAB is short for 'hammer-on'. That's when you touch a note and hammer on a higher note. In the text-based guitar TAB, this is shown as 'h' between two notes. In the formal guitar TAB, this is shown as a curved line on the two notes as shown
below and an H above the team: Both the guitar TABs above are showing exactly the same thing to play. 2h4 means playing the 2nd fret, then hammer-on to the 4th fret. 2h4h5 means to make two hammers in a row (you only choose the first note). What p means in Guitar TAB 'p' in Guitar TAB is short for 'pull-off'. That's when you
play a note and pull to a lower note. It's basically the opposite of a hammer. The same curved line is used in the formal guitar TAB as it is used for hammer-ons, so you simply need to look at whether the number is larger or lower to know which technique to use. Hammers and pull-offs can be combined (known as legato) all under the
same curved line as shown below: This can also be combined with slides as shown later. What does/or \means in Guitar TAB A bar ( / or \ ) on the Guitar Tab is the symbol for a slide. The type of bar used tells you whether you need to slide up to a note '/' or slide down to a note '\'. To find out which bar symbol is which, think of the cut
symbol as a slide that you walk to the left. If the bar tilts down like \, you slide down on the guitar. If the bar leans up like /, you slide up on the guitar. The same symbols are used in formal and text-based guitar TAB, so it's easy to identify slides. Some old text-based guitar TAB s instead of a bar (for example: 7s5). In the formal TAB of
the guitar, you can also notice a curved line on the top of the slide, this is a reminder that you only choose the first note of the slide. If there is no curved line, it means choosing both notes. What b means in Guitar TAB 'b' in Guitar TAB is the symbol for a curve. In the formal guitar TAB, a curved line with an arrow or is used. In text-
based guitar TAB, sometimes a number is given after the 'b' to tell us what tone to bend. So 7b9 means doubling the 7th fret stake until it sounds like the 9th fret shot. Some older text-based guitar TABfound online use the ^ symbol to represent a curve. Curve. Tab formal guitar, a number is given at the top of the curved arrow to tell
us what kind of curve to play. '1/2' means a half-step, full curve means an entire step curve, '1 1/2' means a one-step, half-step curve, and so on. 'r' in Guitar TAB means releasing a curve. Sometimes this is shown if a curve needs to be held for a long time, then you know when to lower again. 'pb' in Guitar TAB means pre-folding a
note before choosing it. You push the string to the correct tone, and then choose the note before releasing or holding it. What x means in Guitar TAB 'x' in Guitar TAB is the symbol for a silent hit or love. This can be through multiple strings or in a single sequence. A dumb blow is when you lightly place your fingers on the ropes and hit
them. Think of a funk guitarist playing some percussive rhythms on his guitar without playing chords. They're dumb blows. What the parentheses () mean in the Guitar Tab When a note is in parentheses () in Guitar TAB, it means playing a ghost note or the note continues to play. In the example below, notes in parentheses are
phantom notes. This means that you need to play the notes in the softer parentheses than the rest of the notes. Sometimes ghost notes are shown to represent the repeated notes you hear from a delay pedal. In the example below, the note in parentheses is not a ghost note. Instead, the parentheses say that the note continued to
play for the next bar and you don't choose again. Typically, when a note rings for the next bar, parentheses are used to show that the note is still playing. What ~ in guitar tab '~' means in Guitar TAB is the vibrato symbol. In the text-based guitar TAB, this is usually displayed on the line next to the note, and the formal TAB shows a
wavy line above the team. Some old text-based guitar tab scans use v next to the note to show vibrato because ~~~ can be hard to see. While ~ is the symbol of vibrato, often the symbol is not used because the guitarist uses vibrato so many times that it would make the score messy to include it in each note. So if you don't see a
vibrato symbol in the TAB, but you can hear it in music, that's why it hasn't been noticed. What &lt;&gt; means in Guitar TAB' in Guitar TAB is the symbol for &lt;&gt; natural harmonics. When you see a note between the two symbols, such as &lt;12&gt; it means playing a natural harmonica on this fret. Symbol on Guitar TAB width=900
height=199&gt; Some Guitar TAB will show N.H. above or below the team to indicate that the note is a natural harmonica. You can also see A.H. for artificial harmonics. You may also notice that the notes in the standard notation team show how diamonds when a harmonic is The &lt;&gt; symbol can also be used to indicate volume
waves, so listen to the music to find out which one is most likely. What doesn't mean on Guitar &lt;/12&gt; &lt;/12&gt; 't' in Guitar TAB is the symbol to play. This is sometimes displayed above the team with an uppercase T, while other times it is displayed next to the note (usually in text-based TAB). The curved line over all the notes in
the formal guitar TAB reminds us that all this is played without choosing (legato). As you can see, playing the text-based guitar TAB can get really confusing and hard to read. When I was learning guitar I printed the TAB and used a marker to clearly see which notes were stapled. What the PM means in the Guitar TAB 'PM' in Guitar
TAB is the palm mute symbol. This is usually displayed above or below the team and is followed by a dashed line if palm silencing is maintained for a long time. In the example above, you only play palm muting when there is a PM or dashed line below or above the team. The other notes are played without silencing the palm of your



hand. In some older text-based guitar TAB, this symbol may not be used if the music strongly uses palm silencing. For example, in some metal songs, almost all music uses palm mute. It would be confusing to add a dashed line to each note, so it is often left out. Summary of the symbols of the guitar guide Here is a quick guide to the
most common symbols you will see on the guitar based on TEXT TAB: h = hammer-on p = pull-off b = curve / = slide up / slide down PM – – – = palm silencing (above or below tab) ~~~ = vibrato x = muted hit &lt;&gt; = natural harmonics t = tapping () = note for free or let the note ring out There are many more symbols that may
appear on the Guitar Tab, but the above covers all the essential items you'll probably see. Guitar TAB template If you want to quickly write some ideas and don't have Guitar Pro 7, you can use the GUITAR TAB template below. e|---------------------------------------------------------------| B|---------------------------------------------------------------| G|------------
---------------------------------------------------| D|---------------------------------------------------------------| A|---------------------------------------------------------------| E|---------------------------------------------------------------| e|---------------------------------------------------------------| B|---------------------------------------------------------------| G|---------------------------------------------------------------| D|------
---------------------------------------------------------| A|---------------------------------------------------------------| E|---------------------------------------------------------------| Just highlight all six lines and then copy and paste the text above into Notepad, Word or any other text editor and can start editing it to TAB out whatever you want. When pasting text, be sure to
use a font like Courier New. If you use the wrong font, you will fight to make the numbers, symbols and dashes align align When editing tab, remember to add or remove the strokes to keep the lines the same length. This can be done by pressing the Insert key on the keyboard with some word processors. It will type over the strokes
instead of adding numbers or symbols between the strokes. Find guitar TABs online Now that you know how to read guitar TAB, look for some online to get used to reading them. Learning to play by reading Guitar TAB is an easy skill to learn, so keep this page open while you look through some guitar TABs to get used to all the
symbols. Read this guide on the best guitar tab sites to check out some formal and text-based guitar TABs. Guitar TAB is one of the few ways to read music. Learn the other ways to read music here and check out this guide if you want to learn how to read standard notation. Notation.
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